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OLIVER BURTON
MEDICAL STUDENT

I am a highly driven and focused student aspiring to become a competent and
compassionate doctor in the NHS. My interests lie mainly in clinical anatomy and medical
education, as well as widening access to medical courses.

KEY SKILLS

● Team Leadership

● Writing & Editing

● Public Speaking

● Graphics & Video

● Research

● Time Management

Deputy Editor, The Courier, Newcastle University (September 2016 - July 2017)
Working with the editor to oversee publication of a weekly newspaper, responsible for
managing a team of 30 section editors across a range of topics.
Section Editor, The Courier, Newcastle University (September 2015 - June 2016)
Responsible for the gaming section of the newspaper, generating article pitches and
assigning them to writers, as well as image editing, proofreading and online layup.
Relevant Software: Adobe Photoshop, Adobe InDesign
Features of the Year Media Award 2015-16

Molecular Biologist, Newcastle iGEM 2016 (June 2016 - November 2016)
Participant in the annual International Genetically Engineered Machine competition,
undertaking a 20-week research project in interfacing biological systems with custom
electronic hardware. Delivered presentations at international conferences and gained
hands-on fabrication experience in electronics, plastics and microfluidic devices. Received
BSL-2 lab training, performed  transformations and designed novel genetic
constructs. Our work was featured in New Scientist and several UK newspapers.

Newcastle University Nightline / Coordinator (May 2015 - July 2017)
Taking calls for an anonymous non-advisory wellbeing support service. Received training
in non-directive conversation and active listening. I was elected to begin duties as
coordinator in September 2016, and since then have trained new recruits and managed
the executive committee well as continuing to take shifts. Completed 28 shifts, equivalent
to 336 hours.

NHS Mental Health Trust Shadowing (26/09/2016 - 30/09/2016)
I spent a working week shadowing a range of medical professionals, including GPs,
consultants, nurses and support workers. This placement gave me valuable insights into
the various roles available in healthcare, patient case history taking and diagnosing, as
well as the ways in which NHS team members behave in order to communicate efficiently
and maximise patient care outcomes

Freelancer (Ongoing)
To earn money alongside my university degree I have leveraged a range of skills, including
proofreading, PC building and diagnostic repair, as well as graphic design and video
production.
Newcastle University (August 2015 - June 2017)
Student Ambassador, assisting with open days and providing guided tours of the
university to prospective students.
Nisa Local, Thornton le Dale (August 2015 - March 2016)
Maintaining shelf stock, cleaning the store and serving customers.
Television House, Pickering (August 2013 - February 2014)
Maintaining shelf stock, cleaning the store and serving customers, providing a high
quality level of service and addressing any complaints.

EXPERIENCE

VOLUNTARY

EMPLOYMENT

POSTGRADMEDIC

My main pet project - I run a YouTube channel and website (see contact) aimed at
helping aspiring doctors apply successfully to medical school. This includes UKCAT advice,
mock interviews conducted via Skype, as well as a daily blog covering my life at medical
school. This project has been well received and promoted regularly by the medical school
via their social media channels.

https://www.newscientist.com/article/2110839-lightbulb-made-of-modified-e-coli-fuses-biology-and-electronics/
http://www.mirror.co.uk/science/scientists-create-living-lightbulbs-replacing-8602823

